Accommodation / Meeting Venue

Accommodation
Guestrooms for 3GPP2 Shenzhen Meetings are arranged in Building B of Wuzhou Guest House.
When check in, please reference 3GPP2 so that you can enjoy the favourable tariff and guestroom.
If attendees would like to stay at this hotel, please make confirmation before October 15, 2001.
Check out time: 12:00 A.M.—2:00 P.M.

Wuzhou Guesthouse Building with eastern pattern

Luxurious Lobby

Shenzhen Wuzhou Guesthouse
Shenzhen Wuzhou Guesthouse is five-star class international hotel, situated right in center of Futian district,
Shenzhen. Wuzhou Guesthouse is the main hotel in the city to host foreign guests, as well as the best
choice for accommodation, for shopping, for enterta inment and for business activities. Hotel restaurants
serve Cantonese cuisine, Huaiyang cuisine (famous Chinese food category), French food and Western
Buffet. Tel: 0755-2538000
WEB-Site: www.wuzh ouguesthouse.com

Dinner Hall

Location
Shenzhen Wuzhou Guesthouse located at the interchange of Shennan Road and Xinzhou Road, is
neighboring to Shenzhen Golf C lub, the top -class golf course in the world. There are many minibus lines and
public traffic lines stop there. Allowing for convenience, taking Taxi to go to the hotel is the best way.
Wuzhou Guesthouse is 35KM away from Shenzhen International airport, it is only 25 minutes drive if take
motorway. The Taxi fare is about RMB 80 (USD 9.50). Luohu checkpoint is the preferred route for
passengers shuttling between Hongkong and Shenzhen. Wuzhou is 15 KM away from Luohu checkpoint
and 15 minutes drive if take Binhe Road. The taxi fare is about RMB 40 Yuan (USD 5.00) Each of
Wuzhou’s guest rooms has: Electronic key card system Adjustable air-conditioner Satellite TV and Stereo
IDD Telephone with Bathroom Extension Refrigerators and Minibar Dresser with Hair-dryer Bedside Control
Panel In-house Safe 24-hour Room Service

Double room

outdoor Garden

Superior Room

The Rate for the guest room
Superior Room (TWIN room or Single room)
Room Including Breakfast: USD$120( RMB1000 yuan) Per Night
The Prices include services charge
Both cash and credit card are available
Cash exchange:

The attendees can exchange foreign currency CASH into Chinese yuan for his individual
consumption, if credit card is not available, in or out of the hotel. The US dollars, Japanese Yuan,
British pounds, and Deutsche Marks can be exchanged.

Complimentary health club and swimming for all attendees.

Souvenir Shop

Night Club

Swimming Pool

Lobby Bar

The Conference Hall For SC/OP Meeting
Shenzhen Hall, Wuzhou Guesthouse
Shenzhen Hall offers the best conference facilities in City, with 374 square meters Shenzhen Hall is able to
seat 150 guests at a time and featuring custom -made chandeliers hanging 10 meters above floor lever, is
currently the best furnished conference room in South China. Equipped with state-of-the-art facilities to meet
various meeting need.

Shenzhen Hall, Wuzhou Guesthouse
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The Conference Hall For 37 SMDG Meeting in Shenzhen

Shenzhen City

Geographical location
Shenzhen lies in the middle-south of Guangdong province. Locate in 114°East longitude and 22° 27' - 22°
North latitude. The total area is 2020 square km. It is adjacent to Hongkong with the south and joined with
Guangdong Pearl River delta, an modern, new-built seaside city.
Climate
Shenzhen has a mild subtropical oceanic climate. An annual average temperature of 22.4 degree (C) and an
average annual precipitation of 1,948.4mm bring us a beautiful garden city, which enjoys four seasons of
green trees and blooming flowers every year.
Distinguishing seasons according to temperature, spring in Shenzhen has 76 days, summer has 185 days,
autumn has 80 days and winter only lasts 24 days. Spring in Shenzhen starts from the first ten days of
February to the end of April, and average of temperature of those days is about 19 degree Celsius, it is
usually moist, warm and sunshine in spring. Southeasterly wind prevails all year round.
Tourism
Lying at the foot of mountains and facing sea, Shenzhen is a seashore city with beautiful scenery, which
boasts of rich tourism resources. There are dozens of scenic spots and historical sites in Shenzhen including
winding Dapeng Bay, beautiful beach with blue water and white sands, attractive bathing beach, spectacular
Wutong Mountain, fascinating coastal mangrove woods for migratory birds, unique theme park like Window
of the World, Chinese Folk Culture Villages, etc. Shenzhen, richly endowed by nature, has unique
geographical environment and conditions for developing tourism. Every year, Shenzhen attracts millions of
tourists from both home and abroad.
Shopping
Retails industry is well developed in Shenzhen, over one thousand retailing shops are scattered all over the
city, lots of well-known retailers, like WALMARK, CAREFORE have swarmed into Shenzhen to open
supermarkets. The most of Shenzhen shops are open until 10 p.m. every day. It is convenient for shopping.
Population
Population of city is about 4 million, including about 3 million transient population. Average age of permanent
residents is to less than 30 years old. GNP per citizen for 1999 is about USD 12000, which is near to
developed countries in the world.
Amusement and Sports
Since the SEZ was established, the city poured in a large sum of money to built eight major cultural facilities:
The Library, The Museum, The Grand Theater, The Gymnasium, Shenzhen University, The Science and
Technology Center, The TV Station, and The News and Cultural Center.
Currently, there are 12 newspapers, 20 magazine publishers and TV station, radio station, 4 libraries, 60
bookstores, 400 retail outlets for artworks, 93 theatres and cinemas, 642 clubs and night clubs, 30
comprehensive playgrounds and theme parks.
In addition, Shenzhen has many tennis courts and gymnasiums and several top-class golf courses, like
Mission Hills Golf Club where the World Cup Golf Games held. Shenzhen Soccer Team is one of the 14
A-class teams in China.
The activities offered by all these recreational and entertainment facilities become an essential part of the
city's busy, rich and dynamic metropolitan life
Dining
One saying goes "when it comes to eating, come to Guangzhou". As time passes, Shenzhen has become
another place that deserves this saying. There are so many restaurants of different style, and you can enjoy
almost every category of Chinese foods here
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